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Author's response to reviews: see over
DEAR CHIEF EDITOR

BIOMED CENTRAL PSYCHOLOGY,

These are the following revisions made after reading reviewer’s reports about my research *Caregiver Stress in Stroke Survivors: Data from a Tertiary care Hospital: A Cross Sectional Survey*

These includes:

1- Changes in figure# 1 made; boxes in vertical position and connected with arrows only 112 caregivers with final 100 and laterally the other three boxes (exclusion).
2- In table # 1 , we have replaced +/- by ±
3- Key words are changed, caregiver stress, stroke, Pakistan.
4- The document now have new line numbering and new page numbering due to changes.
5- Paragraph from line 22 to line 28 is shifted above the paragraph from line 12-17 (old line number)
6- Paragraph from line 19-20 and paragraph 30-32 are joined.
7- Better Statistical analysis added in the end material and methods 98-120 (new line number),
8- Revision made with better explanation of why MCSI is used in the study(instrument use) line 81-84 with New reference #9
9- New references are added from line 27 onwards, explaining relationship between caregivers and patients in background reference #7,8,10,11
10- Limitations of the study are revised

Looking forward
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